Lack of semantic overlap between words in L2 and their L1 equivalents.
comfortable
convenient
evaluate / appreciate / estimate

Multiplicity of meaning of L2 words which does not exist in L1

Lie
Abstract
Plant
Lexical voids

Synformy (similarity of form)

conceal/cancel/counsel
industrious/industrial

embrace/embarrass cute/acute

lunch/launch

exhausted/exhaustive economic/economical

sensible/sensitive/sensual
Deceptive morphology.

shortcomings
(short+ comings), discourse in the wrong direction, infallible
fall down, outgrow grow outside

evaluate

estimate; hurt

eating),

prayer

damage.
(want to eat),
stop
say,
truth
tell.

as short visits
something that cannot

want c
(stop

What can be done to help learners achieve active knowledge? When the
foreign language is studied in a classroom context, input and interaction are
limited and cannot constitute the main source of vocabulary development.
Therefore, form-focused instruction is of crucial importance. Such instruction
makes learners attend to the words selected by the teacher, via a variety of
tasks. These can be of a communicative nature, or non-communicative. Both
types are legitimate as long as they require the learners to do something with
the word. Words could be practiced in isolation, in phrase/sentence context,
and in discourse/text context. Since active knowledge entails a choice of a
particular word and combining it with other words in connected speech or
writing, of special importance are exercises in distinguishing between words
that are often confused by learners and practicing various combinations into
which a word can enter. An example of the first type of exercise is filling in

sentence blanks by choosing from several options of related words, e.g. assure,
insure, reassure. An exercise belonging to the second type would be looking for
possible collocations of a particular word. For example, some verbs that
combine with proposal are submit, accept, reject.
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